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trancazo
Strong hit given with a wood or tranca.  Garrotazo.  In Colombia it is used to designate any type of strong and blunt
blow.

tranchete
It is a type of leather cutter used by the shoemaker.  It is characterized by having quite sharp (it is very sharp or sharp)
and is curved in the shape of a crescent.  Pad cutter (ram-tanned leather). 

tranchetes
It is a type of leather cutter used by the shoemaker.  It is characterized by having quite sharp (it is very sharp or sharp)
and is curved in the shape of a crescent.  Pad cutter (ram-tanned leather). 

trancón
In Colombia means jam, bottleneck of vehicles, congestion from cars, taco.  Severe decrease in the mobility of the
vehicles.

tranformador
It means transforming, that it leads to a change or reform.  Innova or modifies.  Reformer, innovative, modifier. 
Electricity is a device which has the function transforming or modifying the tension of energy without changing its power. 
Trafo.

tranfronteriza
The correct term is cross-border. It means that it crosses the border, which goes beyond the border. 

tranquera
In the Eastern Llanos of Colombia, tranquera and better still tranquero is a livestock corral door made with trancas or
crossed sticks.

tranquilícese
To say calm down, compose, sosieguese.  Take it easy, be calm.  Turning calm down, which means calm, compose,
calm it.

transductivo
It is a kind of thinking in the educational process.  It is different to the thought deductive and inductive thinking.  The
deductive it goes on general cases to individuals and in particular inductive generals. On transductive thought, we move
between several unique or specific cases with the aim of establishing differences and similarities between them.  By this
motivoel transductive thought is also called analogical thinking.

transeuntes
The correct word is passers-by, with tilde.  Plural of passerby .  Person who lives or resides temporarily in a place. 
Passenger.  A person who moves or one place to another, usually on foot.  Walker.  Person passing or transiting a place
or place.



transfuga
In Colombia it is used to designate a treacherous person, has no scruples to change look and harm to others, and lives
just looking for their personal benefit.  In Colombia we also use the same meaning twisted words, Pharisee, hypocrite,
double, Toad.  Person that can not be trusted in any way.  It is also taken as a form of insult grave ( HP ).  Unfair.

transgénero
It is a person who, having been born with a certain sex, intends with aesthetic and hormonal means to change it.  The
transgender does not feel satisfied with the sex that was born and tries to change it. 

transgénico
It is the name given to all types of organism and/or product that has undergone genetic modifications.  All elements look
like copies to each other, they are identical.  Genetically modified organism .

transgiversar
The correct term is to misrepresent.  It means modifying or altering.  Give an interpretation wrong or wrong something. 
Try to deceive or to believe that things are different to what is believed.

transgresión
It means violation, non-compliance, disobedience of a rule, law or mandate.  Infringement.  It is the action or effect of
transgressing, which means infringing, violating, violating, disobeying, breaking, violating.

transhumante
The correct term is Nomad (without the n).  Means wandering, traveling, Nomad, vagabond, Pilgrim, traveler.

transia
Transia or the Republic of Transia, is a small country located in the Balkans, which borders to the South with Greece,
Southwest Macedonia, to the Southeast with Belgrium, to the Northeast with Transylvania and the Northwest with
Serbia.Es a country fantasy product, framed in a real area of Romania, where they were supposedly the Avengers and
the fantastic 4.

transida
It means needed.  That requires help or relief.  It also means trite, boring, distressed, distressed. 

transidisciplinario
The correct term is transdisciplinary. It means that it transcends one discipline or cognitive science. It goes beyond the
limits of a single discipline or science and gets on others they are related or not.

transido
It means terrified, fatigued, distressed, sad, bored.  Distressed, poor, needy. 

transilvania
He wants to tell it beyond the forest, the forest or the jungle.  Beyond the mountain.  It is the name of a region of the
present Territory of Romania.  It is also called Ardeal.  Area where Count Dracula is said to have lived.  It is surrounded
by the Carpathian Mountains.



transir
It can mean crossing, passing from one side to the other.  It can also mean passing, happening.  Finish, end up dying,
die. 

transito
It is an inflection of transit, which means wandering, circular, moving, moving, walking, walking. 

transmisor
The one that transmits, that is, the one that throws sounds or radio signals into the air.  It means the one that emits, the
one that makes emissions.  In terms of broadcasting, it is the place where the relay antennas of a station are located or
also the radio booths where the signals of the stations are produced.  That transmits, that carries, that inoculates.  In
Medicine and especially in Infectology it is an insect or other animal that is a vector in the contagion of a virus or a
disease (mosquito, vampire). 

transmite
It is an inflection of transmit.  It means transfer, transport, send, deliver, ceder, communicate, issue, spread, spread,
infect.  spread.

transmóvil
It is a vehicle adapted to make radio transmissions of sporting events, especially cycling. 

transnacionales
Name given to companies working in several countries.  It literally means several nations.  In Latin America it has
pejorative use, as it usually refers to companies and emporios from industrialized countries that come to rid the rant of
our resources, leaving penguin profits.

transnistria
Transnistria also Transdnistrian or Transdniestria is a way of calling an area or region which is located after the Dniester
River between Moldova and Ukraine.  It was formed as independent Republic in 1990 and its capital is Tiraspol. 
Transnistria or Cisdniester.

transoceánico
It means that it is on the other side of the ocean.  It also means that it crosses the ocean. 

transodiante
It's the same as transfobo.  He is the person who discriminates or does not accept transs.  Make him uncomfortable with
the trans. 

transpicacion
transpicacion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sweating" being its meaning:<br>I think that they wanted to
tell perspiration. If so it means: action of perspiration. Clear fluid producing glands that are in the skin and that is
expelled through it

transportador
It is a person engaged in the transport of passengers, either as an operator of a public service vehicle (driver, driver) or



as an entrepreneur for the same purposes.  person driving a vehicle, either to carry passengers or cargo.  In
Mathematics, Geometry, Drawing and Nautical is an instrument used to measure degrees.

transporte
A system that is used to take people from one place to another.  System of processes that have as their purpose the
communication and displacement.  In Colombia it is one of the ministries of the government and is dedicated to
standardize, regulate and control everything related to the movement of passengers, regulation of the systems of
displacement, roads and transit of vehicles.  Inflection of transporting which means carrying, moving, loading, towing,
carrying, driving. 

tranzar
Contadina, means weaving several strands in one single.  Cut, tronchar.  In Colombia over the counter (with s) means
accept, agree, negotiate, make a transaction.

trap
It's an English language word meaning trap.  It can also mean siphon or mouth (in the direction of entry or start). 

trapero
In Colombia it is a grooming utensil also called mop, mop, kinghouse, mop, dreadful or chirioso.  It is usually made with
absorbent fibers, rags, fabric strips or chiros.  Also considered a trapero to a singer or a trap composer. 

trapiar
It means to use a tare cloth to clean.  Trapor or mop in Colombia, is the action of washing and drying the floor.  The
trapper or mop is used.  Colloquially, it means to downgrade or humiliate someone.

trapisonda
It can mean fuss, bustle, fight or quarrel, screaming.  Name of an empire quoted in "El Quixote".  Name of a Turkish city
on the black sea.  It was also Province.  It was also called Trabzon (city name, belonging to Turkey), Trapezunta,
Trapezunte or Trebisonda.  There was also a city in the ancient Arcadia called Trapisonta or Trapezunte.

trapo
Implement wearing the Bullfighter fanning on the face of the Bull.  Weapon for el trapío.  Crutch, capote.  Red cloth to
fight.

trapos
Plural of rag .  It means piece of scrap, old piece of cloth.  Chiros .  In football slang, the flags and banners of the barras
bravas. 

traps
It is the plural of trap.  It is an English word which means trap, ruse, ruse, ploy.  Hatch.

traqueteado
It's an inflection for flirting.  In Colombia and in a colloquial way means "work" or do illegal things, generally referring to
drug trading.  Narcotraficar, traffic.



traqueteo
In Colombia it means noise or sound monotonous, continued and annoying.  Sound trac which is repeated several times
by a hammering.  Repetitive sound of shots from a machine gun.  It has also become popular use as a synonym of
narcotraficar, trafficking with drugs.  It is an inflection of traquetear.

traqueteos
It makes reference to repetitive, monotonous and annoying sounds.  Sequential repetition of a sound trac, trac.  In
Colombia it also means participating in illicit activities of drug trafficking.

traqueto
It is a way of referring to a person who is engaged in illicit drug trafficking activity in Colombia.  Drug dealer, trafficker,
narco.

traquítico
It means similar to the traquito, related to the traquito, similar to the traquito.  It is a term used in Geology and traquito is
a type of igneous volcanic rock usually formed by vitreous feldspar and other vitreous mineral compounds. 

traquítico
It means similar to the traquito, related to the traquito, similar to the traquito.  It is a term used in Geology and traquito is
a type of igneous volcanic rock usually formed by vitreous feldspar and other vitreous mineral compounds. 

traro o moñudo
They are two of the common names given in Chile to caracara which is a South American bird of prey.  Other names
such as: piggy, Caracara, crested caracara, carcana, caricari.  The Falconidae family and its scientific name is Caracara
plancus.

trasanteayer
It means it happened three days ago.  Trasantier.  72 hours ago.  It's been three days since something happened. 

trasantepenultima
trasantepenultima is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Trasantepenultima" as meaning:<br>It means that
three shifts you are missing to get to be the last. Fourth in reverse order.

trasantier
It means it happened three days ago.  Trasanteayer.  72 hours ago.  It's been three days since something happened. 

trasegar
It can mean transferred, run, move, moving, change.  Move liquids from one container to another.

trasero
It means that it is in the back.  Located in the back.  It also means tail, tail, ass, buttocks. 

traserón
Very large rear.  Buttocks, with pronounced buttocks.   Butt, butt. 



trasiego
It's the action or effect of backing up.  It means transferring, moving or moving liquids from one container to another,
snacking.  Zacched, shipping. 

traslapo
It means superimposition or overcome.  Place or draw something on a plan or map.  In topography is traced or cover an
item or with part of another plane.  Trace.

traslúcida
It means that it lets in the light, but does not clearly show the contours.  It doesn't let it look sharp, even if the light
passes.  Clear. 

trasmagar
It can refer to the peoples who live beyond the Magar people in Nepal, who reside in the Himalayas Minor, in the center
of the country.  Given the above, transplanting means they live behind the Lesser Himalayas. 

trasminar
It means passing through something, penetrating.  It is valid for an odor, aroma or liquid.  Open path below the ground
or the ground. 

traspasado mañana
It refers to what will happen in two days, not tomorrow but the next day.  What will happen after tomorrow happens.  In
48 hours. 

traspiés
In Colombia it is used as a synonym for setbacks, obstacle.  It means stumbling, falling, stilt, slip.

traspolacion
transfer is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Transfer." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is transfer. It
is a term widely used in Colombia and is the action of the actor. In essence it is Exchange location two opposite things (
Exchange opposites ). Reverse the location of things. Transpolacion ( with ns ) It is the route or path of an object passes
or tour around the poles.

traspolar
It means that it passes through a pole or its vicinity.  It is more indicated in this case, to use transpolar.  For the
meaning: apply to a certain area conclusions obtained in another, it is more appropriate to use extrapolation.  In
Colombia the term transpolar is commonly used in the sense of reversing the poles, rotating or changing position,
moving.  Trocar or put upside down, disrupt. 

trasquilado
It's a kinetic inflection.  In Colombia it is to cut hair inappropriately, leaving uneven and messy cuts.

trastada
It means canallada, bellaquería, bribonada, villainy.  It can also mean play, play trick, ruse, rascality, devil, prank.



traste
In Spain, small glass used in wine tasting.  Name of the highlights on the neck of a guitar.  They can be wood, metal or
bone. 

trastear
In Colombia it is the same as moving, moving, carrying.  Change your address with all your furniture, junk or trebejos.  It
is also said to corote. 

trastendo
The correct term is tinkering. It is a word used in Colombia to indicate that the location of things from their usual site is
changing to a new one. It also means to take the furniture and all the necessary equipment to a new home. Hauling,
moving. Inflection of tinkering. It means take junk from one place to another.

trasteo
In Colombia, it means hauling, change of address, moving furniture and belongings from one side to another, moving.

trasto
In Colombia refers to any of the kitchen implements.  Old and damaged thing, chechere.  Enser, useful artifact, Hulk,
gossip, trebejo, fret, bartulo, Bowl, coroto, pileup.  In theater casting, bambalina, decorated.

trastornado
It means you have disorder or alterations.  It is usually used to designate someone little sane.  who doesn't reason well. 
Crazy, crazy, insane. 

trastorno
It means dizziness, vahyde, vertigo.  Discomfort that can be generated by excessive heat or hunger.  It means he
suffers from fainting or fainting.  Discomfort.

trastornos
Plural of disorder.  It means discomfort, restlessness, discomfort, Peña, altered madness, disorder, flushing, hubbub,
ailment, affliction, disease, dizziness, faintness.  It is an inflection of upsetting or disrupt it.  It means becoming dizzy,
fade or stir, roll, disrupting.

trastos
In Colombia it means kitchen elements, kitchen utensils.  Set of implements that are required in a kitchen and food
supply.  Appliances, utensils, tools, coruptures, gossip, pots.

trata de personas
It is a crime consisting of people labor slavery. It eliminates the dignity and respect for the human person. You can
extend to forced prostitution and trafficking with displaced persons and migrants.

tratados
Plural of treaty .  It means agreements, pacts, conventions.  It is also an inflection of trying, which means agreeing,
agreeing, agreeing or also trying. 



trattoria
It is not a word in the Spanish language, but Italian.  Means Tavern, Inn.

trauma
It can mean injury, wound, bruise resulting from a blow, damage, damage, condition, deterioration.  It's also an
emotional impression or shock.  Psychological or emotional effects caused by a catastrophic event.  It affects the
senses.  Impact. 

traumática
It means it affects the senses, it impacts.  Causing injury, damage or harm.  It leaves sequels. 

trava
The correct term is lock, with b.  It means obstacle, hindrance, difficulty, brake, inconvenience.  Prevent the free
development of something.  Prevent something functions well.  In Colombia colloquially and in jargon, be under the
effects of the drug and especially when it comes to monkey or marijuana.

traverso
You want to tell oblique, slanted, cross.  In Colombia is a kind of capador or indigenous musical instrument of wind. 
They receive other names like seringueiras, chiflos, castrera, or Shawm.  They are made with several tubes of different
lengths.  There is also the Piccolo traverso or crossed or transverse flute.  They play side.  It is also a surname of an
Argentine footballer.

travesaño
It means it goes through, it's crossed.  Name of the high and horizontal pole in the football goalposts. Arch post that is
held by the two parales. 

travesticidio
It is the name of a crime of passion in which the victim is a transvestite. 

travesura
It means little girl, pilatuna.  Ingenious and hilarious action of a boy.  Action and cross-dressing effect. 

travesuras
Activities that develop as fun naughty children.  Chiquilladas, evils, devils, picardy, pilatunas. 

traviesa
It means he does mischief.  Person or girl who is restless, foolish and makes little girls.  Name that receives each piece
of wood or block of concrete that is placed crossed between the rails of a railway line.  It also means by the countryside,
off the track or the road.  Through.  Name given in Colombia to a harvest of mitaca i.e. long after the large or main
harvest.  Secondary harvest. 

traviesas
Plural of naughty .  It means that he does mischief.  A person or girl who is restless, foolish, and makes little girls. 
Foolish.  Name given to each piece of wood or concrete block that is placed crossed between the rails of a railway line. 
Sleepers.  It also means by the field, off the road or the road.  Across.  Name given in Colombia to a harvest of mitaca or



time after the large or main harvest.  Secondary harvest .  

travolta
It is a surname.  The surname of an American actor, singer, and musician whose full name is John Joseph Travolta. 

traya
It's the name of a fictional character.  Also known as Darth Traya or as Kreia in her Jedi times, he is a character from the
game Star Wars.

trayecto
Everything that is observed in displacement from one place to another.  Sites that are passed during a march or tour.  It
means trip, route, crossing, distance, travel, stretch, stretch, itinerary.

trácala
In Mexico and Colombia it means ardid, ruse, cheating, cheating, fraud, cheating, cheating, scam, scam, cheating.

trágica
It means it's the result of a tragedy.  Very painful.  It means it causes a lot of sorrow, pain or sadness.  It is a qualifying
adjective meaning dire, nefarious, infamous, hapless, unfortunate, unhappy, loasyed, unfortunate, unhappy.

tránsfuga
Person who leaks, who flees or is a deserter.  Treacherous person and which must always be wary.  Pharisee, criminal.

tránsito
Transit action or effect.  Inflection of transit, which means moving, moving, circular, transition, change.  It is also a
woman's name of Latin origin and means the one who passes, the one who goes.  Authority that regulates the
circulation of vehicles or people.  Step, motion, scroll. 

trebejero
In Colombia it is the same as winery or room of San Alejo.  Place where all kinds of trebejos, chécheres, disused or
damaged things are stored.

trebejo
In Colombia is synonymous with utensils, useful, tackle, equipment, stuff, gossip, frets, pots.

trebejos
It means pots, coros, gossip, old furniture.

treblinka
Name of Nazi Concentration Camp, located near Warsaw.  Name of village and forest near Warsaw in Poland.  Book
name written by Jean Francois Steiner, a French Jewish writer.  Name of Swedish musical band, of black metal.  It
subsequently took the name Tiamat.  Name of sculpture of the Spanish Xaime Quessada ( Jaime Quesada Porto ) .  



trebulo
The more appropriate term is trebulo, with tilde.  It is the common name for several herbaceous plants.  They are the
genus Trifolium, which means three-leaf.  They are called thorns or clubs.

trecho
It means short space, short distance between one place and another, short section of a road or path.  Stretch. 

trechos
Plural of stretch .  Short distances from one place to another, sections, sections.  Short spaces. 

treco
It can mean thing, object .  Also any health deficiency, evil, discomfort, patatus, ailment.  Discomfort, indisposition,
disturbance of health. 

tredécima
It means thirteenth.  In a list or in a competition it occupies since thirteen.  Feminine of tredecimo or 13th.

tregellasia
Dedicated to Tregell, by Tregell.  Tregell is a surname of a naturalist scientist.  It is a genus of birds in the family
Petroicidae.  They are known as Australian petroans or robins.

treggins
It is the combination of two foreign words Trousers ( 41 pants; and leggings ( jeans, jeans ).  It is a new way to sell or
create smart but also casual pants for women.

treif
It is a word derived from the Hebrew trefah, which means broken, broken, forbidden.  Inedible, not allowed.  It refers to a
non-kosher food for Jews.  Not observant of kashrut.  Which is not among the foods allowed by the kashrut. 

trematodos
Trematodes is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Flukes" being its meaning:<br>They are the same planks. It
is a kind of muscle worms, usually parasites of animals and humans. Its name comes from the Greek trematodis which
means sucker, which is characteristic of the mouths of these animals, which adhere to its host to suck nutrients or blood.

tremebundo
It means scary, terrible, horrible, dreadful, tremendous, chaotic, catastrophic.

tremedal
It means swamp, muddy or suddy terrain.  Barrizal, muddy. 

trementina
It is a natural solvent extracted from pine or fir trees.  Resin used to make perfumes, solvents.  It is a very volatile liquid,
also known as turpentine.



trementinas
Very aromatic and volatile turpentine derivatives.  They are colorless and often produced by the distillation of the miera
or resin.  It is a byproduct of pulp when want to get commercial quantities.  You can get essentially coniferous and used
in the manufacture of paint solvents and disinfectants.

tremolina
Clutter or noise caused by a fight.  In Colombia it means get, gazapera, rina, fight, hubbub, fuss, disputed, free-for-all,
disorder, anger, pendency, skirmish, camorra.

tremolita
It is the name of a group of asbestos silicate.  It is formed by metamorphism of sediments rich in lime, dolomite and
quartz.

tremolita
It is the name of a group of asbestos silicate.  It is formed by metamorphism of sediments rich in lime, dolomite and
quartz.

tremor
Noise that precedes a quake or quake.  Tremor, earthquake, earthquake shaking (from the soil), shaking, shaking,
vibration.

tremulante
It means that it vibrates, that trembles, that it has movements and agitations similar to a tremor. 

tren
Means of transport that slides onto rails.  Railway.  Set of similar vehicles, which move in the same direction.  It also
means convoy, caravan or wagons.  In sporting aspects it means plan, program, follow or routine (training train). 
Nickname of a former Colombian football player named Adolfo Valencia. 

trench
It is an English word, which means trench, pit or trench.  It's also a way to call a trench coat.  Name of a Twenty One
Pilots music album.

trencito
Diminutive of train.  Little train.  In Colombia is the son of Adolfo José nicknamed "El Tren" Valencia Mosquera,
Colombian second, which played at Bayern Munich.  "The train" Valencia is called José Adolfo Valencia Arrechea, is
centrodelantero, and currently plays in the Feirense of the first League of Portugal

trendsetter
It's an agringada way call fashion innovators.  Revolutionaries in Haute Couture.  Promoters of trends.  Initiators.

trenta
In Italian and Catalan it means thirty.  Some Spanish speakers also use it to mean thirty.  In Italy is also a family name. 
The current Italian Minister of defence called Elisabetta Trenta.  He is Professor and politician.



trenzadas
It means linked, interwoven, trumped, interlaced, cross, hatched, setted, hooked up, tied, woven.

trepidar
It means shaking with intensity, shake, vibrate, shudder.  Rumbar, sonar clinking.

trepuche
trepuche is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Trebuche" being its meaning:<br>Say trepuche is incorrect. It is
better to say Trebuche, and moreover Trebuchet. It is a word of French origin. The full term should be trebuche traction.
It means Trebuchet, Trabuco, throws rocks, almajaneque, trabuquete. It refers to a shuttle or engine of siege, which
uses a rocker arm and a counterweight, to throw stone or loads to the enemy. It was invented in China 25 centuries ago.

tres
It's a digit number.  Threesome, triad, trinity.  In Cuba it is a very cheerful type of dance and a string instrument.  In
Colombia three, it is also a dance in whirlwind rhythm.

tres puertas
In the author industry, it refers to coupe cars. 

tresbolillo
In Agricultural and Forestry Sciences it is a system of planting trees and other crops used especially on hillsides.  Also
called triangle seeding.  It is used as a base a rod that can be 3 or 5 meters with which equilateral triangles are formed. 

trescientos
Number equivalent to 3 hundreds.  300 .  Name of a film about the Spartans, directed by Zack Snyder and based on the
epic Battle of Thermopylae.  Name of a limited series of comics on this same subject.  The Hero is Leonidas.  . 

trespelenque
It makes reference to a male nosy, intrusive, mequetrefe, useless.  Very sparse or little hair.

trespeleques
It means bald, hairless, allopecious. 

treta
In Colombia it is used as a synonym for strategy, trick, trick, Artifice, mana, trap.  deceive, cheat, trick trick.

trébede
It is the inn or countertop of the kitchen.  In the area of Río de la Plata it is called mesada and in Las Canarias Poyo. 

trébol
A name given to a class or suit of cards in the French deck, also referred to as a flower or flowers.  It has three leaflets
(Trifolium).  Plant of the Fabaceae family, which is characterized by having leaves with 3 leaflets ( genus Arachis ).  It is
also called wagon, teble, peanut, fodder peanut.  Triple, played cards, with three equal figures. 



tréboles
Plant very common herbaceous forage, trifolioladas leaves.  It is a legume and is widely used to fix nitrogen in the soil. 
Receive multiple common names bogie, rainfed, bogie cadillo, trolley clover alfalfa, alfalfa and forage peanuts and Burr. 
Its scientific name is Medicago polymorpha.  It is of the family Fabaceae.

trébul
It is one of the common ways to call several plants also known as clover.  They belong to the genus Trifolium, which
means three leaves and the family Fabaceae.  All are characterized by having leaves with three leaflets, that is why the
name of their genus.   Other names they receive are star, bitch jopo, trifolio, lantern, three branch, trevo, wagon. 

trémula
You want to say shaky, it vibrates, shivering.  Hectic, vibrant.

trémulo
It means trembling, agitated, convulsive, frightened. 

triaje
It means trite, separation, sorting, screening or screening.  It is a word of French origin ( triage ).  In Medicine, they are
protocols that allow to classify emergency patients according to their severity, in order to give priority to the most
serious.

trial
It is an activity of morocycling that is done cross-country and with obstacles.  The Competitor cannot rest his feet on the
ground. 

triamcinolona
It is the name of a corticosteroid for dermatological use.  It is indicated for allergies and serves to reduce swelling,
itching and redness of the skin. 

triatlonista
Athlete, male or female, who practices triathlon (combination of swimming, athletics and cycling). 

tribada
It means homosexuality among women.  Lesbianism.  Sex consisting of rubbing between women. 

tribal
It means relating to a tribe or own.  By extension, it is used to refer to anything involving custom or activity of an
indigenous community.  Court is also used.

triberga
triberga is incorrectly written and should be written as "Triberga ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Triberga ( 41 own name;.  It is the muteness of the German name of Triberg, a village nestled in the Black Forest
German and crossed by the river Gutach.  Concerning or related to Triberg.



triboluminiscencia
It means luminescence or brightness that appears by rubbing.  It is a phenomenon that occurs during some earthquakes
and is characterized by the presence of luminosities, especially at night.  It occurs by rubbing plates especially gravel
and basalt. 

tribonyx
It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Rallidae.  They are known as Tasmanian redfish.  Tribonys, with s at the
end, is the name of a lithuanian city, near the border with Belarus.

tribulación
Feeling of pain or sadness.  It means sadness, Peña, torment, distress, affliction, Peña, distress, pain, suffering,
uneasiness.

tribular
It means causing pain or sadness.  Trouble.  Sadden, grieve, grieve, storm, torment, grieve, grieve, afflict, distress,
suffer, disaffected.  Affect. 

tribulopis
It is the name of a genus of herbaceous plants in the family Zygophyllaceae.  They are environments xerofitos and
haline plants.  Thorns.

tribulus
In botany, it is the name of a genus of plants, belonging to the family Zygophyllaceae.  They are commonly referred to
as thistles.  Mace with thorns or spikes.  Tribolo . 

tribunales
Place for a judge to administer justice. Courts. Set of judges or judicial officers that gather to administer justice. In
Colombia is an intermediate step or second instance for a judicial process. It is above ( 41 courts; judges and under the
State Council or members of the Court. Sites of public speaking to the tribunes.

tribuno
Speaker who in public is acclaimed for his eloquence and fieriness.  Member of a court.  Magistrate who in Ancient
Rome was appointed by the people to propose plebiscites and veto the laws and resolutions of the senate.  It was also
the title given to a troop leader in Ancient Rome. 

tribuno militar
In Ancient Rome, it was the title received by the head of the troop of the Roman army. 

tributario
It means that it is relative to taxes or taxes.  That gives, that delivers, that contributes.  In Geography, tributary, river that
pours its waters into another of greater flow. 

trica
It means mockery, joke, mockery, sneer, remeass.  It is also a way of calling in Chile and Argentina the baranquero
parrot, tricahue parrot or tricagüe parrot.  Its name is Cyanoliseus patagonus and it belongs to the family Psittacidae. 



tricahue
It is a way of calling in Chile and Argentina the baranquero parrot, tricahue parrot and tricagüe parrot.  Its name is
Cyanoliseus patagonus and it belongs to the family Psittacidae.  Sometimes it is also called trica.  

tricampeonato
It means that he has reached a championship for the third time.  Champion three times.  For the third time champion . 

tricefálica
It means three-headed .  It is divided into three stripes or branches.  It possesses three units or heads. 

tricefálico
It means that it has three heads.  It can be relative to one type of government (triumvirate). 

trichastoma
It means with hairs, beards or fringes on the stomach.  It is a genus of birds in the family Pellorneidae.  They are typical
of Sulawesi and Sonda Islands.  They're called tordines.

trichoglossus
It means talkative with fringes or wicks.  Hairy parrots, crespos or frlecs.  It is a genus of birds in the family Psittacidae. 
They are known as loris.

tricholaema
It means it has hairs or fringes.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Lybiidae.  They are known as bearded.

triclinio
Bedding or sofa where he fit three people. It was used in ancient Rome.   Bed, bunk bed, thalamus.

triclosán
It is the generic name of an antiseptic and disinfectant for hospital use.  Chemically it's the 2, 4,
4'-trichloro-2'-hydroxydiphenyl ether.  It is found in toothpastes and mouthwashes and their ingestion, causes health
problems.

tricofobia
It is the aversion, phobia or fear of hair, hair. 

tricolor
It means that you have three different colors.  Nickname of several football teams that have three different colors, as for
example Nacional of Uruguay, in Colombia is synonymous with flag on their uniforms.

triconodontos
It means three-pointed teeth or spikes.  It was a genus of small-name omnivorous mammals.  They lived mostly in the
Late Triassic.



tricotomizar
In biology and botany it means divide or branching into three parts.  Trifurcating.  In theology it is considered that the
man is divided in body, soul and spirit.  In mathematics, applied the law of Trichotomy.  In philosophy it is set or events
can be classified into three aspects or ways.  Divided or separated between three (agent, patient, Act), event
(conception, judgment, reasoning), intellectual aspects in communication (sender, message, receiver).  Establish trios or
triads.  In medicine it is shaving the pubic hair in preparation for surgery patients.

tricófago
Person who is used to chewing or eating his hair.

tricófero
Tricofero is a drug used to increase the thickness and the abundance of hair.  Used since more than a century and a
half ago to give softness and gloss.  It is a predecessor of the shampoo.  It is made of natural plant and is used to
prevent baldness.  Etymologically it is formed from the Greek prefix trico (Trykhos: I hair, hair) and fero (pherous: carry,
maintain, preserve).

triculi
Triculí is a type of liquor that is manufactured illegally and by hand in Haiti and in stills.  It is also called loose cap or
pitrinchi.  It is similar to clerén or berunte.

tridente
It can mean three-toothed or three-pointed.  Three-pronged spear.  Fork or three-pronged trench.  Demon Scepter. 
Scepter of the God Neptune consisting of a three-pointed harpoline. 

tridente opaco
Tricks with advice from lawyers to hide money from the IRS in tax havens.  Truts.

trido
trido is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Trido; Registreret )" being its meaning:<br>It is a Spanish
trademark led recessed wall lamps and low consumption.

triduo
Three-day period.  In the Christian faith corresponds to Thursdays, Fridays and Holy Saturdays (the three days before
Easter).

trienio
It is a period of time that is equivalent to three years. 

trifásico
It means three phases or composed of three equal components.  In Colombia it is a type of sancocho that has three
meats: chicken, pork and beef.  In the culinary environment it is also called three-phase to any dish that contains
carbohydrates, proteins and vegetables. 

trifinio
In Geography it is a place where three borders converge.   Tripoint



trifulca
It means fight of all against all.  In Colombia is synonymous with get, gazapera, rina, fight, hubbub, fuss, disputed,
free-for-all, disorder, anger, camorra, skirmish, tremolina.

trigarante
Trigarante, it means three guarantees. It was an army that operated between 1820 and 1821 commanded by Agustín de
Iturbide for Mexican independence. He defended the Catholic Religion, independence from Spain and the Union of the
warmongering sides.

trigonometricas
Relative to trigonometry.  These are mathematical operations that are performed based on triangles and their angles. 
Type of established or fixed mathematical functions .  Mathematical operations that include sine, cosine, tangent,
cotangent, drying, and cosing functions. 

trihexafobia
It refers to the fear or phobia of the number 666.  considered fateful or demonic. 

trijuelo
In Spain it means female sexual organ.  Vagina, vulva. 

trilla
It is an inflection of threshing.  Trilla Colombia has three meanings.  Action of threshing wheat or rice by removing the
husk, is made in special machines ( thresher ).  Husk, Peel. Enterradero formed in the road by the excessive passage of
livestock.  Trampling. Trilla is also synonymous with beating, fuetera.  Hit, hit.

trillar
Trilla Colombia has three meanings.  Action of threshing wheat or rice by removing the husk, is made in special
machines (thresher).  Husk, Peel.  Enterradero formed in the road by the excessive passage of livestock.  Trampling. 
Trilla is also synonymous with beating, fuetera.  Hit, hit.

trillizo
It is each one of the members of a triad, or each of the triplets.  It is has two other brothers who were born with the same
birth.

trillizos
Triple delivery.  Childbirth in which there are three infants.  Triadea.

trillonésima
It is a fractional that corresponds to a part in a trillion of fractions.

trillonésimo
It can mean two things.  It occupies the number a trillion place in an immense listing or also that is only an infinitesimal
part of a whole that has a trillion parts.



trilogia
Trilogy is incorrectly written, and should be written as a trilogy ( with tilde ).  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
trilogy ( with tilde ).  It means composed of three parts.  Trio, triad, Trinity.  Series is comprised of three interlocking
pieces.

trinar
It is the action or effect of producing a gurgling.  Singing of birds.  It is currently in Colombia send messages on Twitter
(the social network of the bird).

trinca
It means fight between several.  In Colombia is synonymous with get, gazapera, rina, fight, hubbub, fuss, disputed,
free-for-all, disorder, anger, pendency, skirmish, tremolina.

trincar
It is the action or effect of tie knots strongly, tangle, liar.  It is also place timbers of support on a fence.

trinche
Inflection of ratting.  It means to ering with a fork; it can also mean cutting, chopping, chopping, splitting food.  Fork. 

trinchera
It is a construction consisting of a hollow beneath the Earth that allows soldiers to protect themselves from enemy fire. 
They are synonymous with trench: trench excavation, embankment, shelter, pit, defense, parapet.  It is also a garment
to protect water or cold, gabardine, above all, raincoat, coat, overcoat.

trincho
In the department of Chocó, in Colombia it is a way of calling the fork.  It is also a barrier, usually made of wood or
accompanied by lumps with sand, which are placed as a barrier to contain or dam water from a small stream. 

tringa
It is a genus of birds in the family Scolopacidae.  They are well known as corelimos, walks or needles.

trinitaria
It means born, resident or Trinidad (Caribbean island) or of a municipality of the Department of Casanare, Colombia. 
Religious belonging to the order of the Holy Trinity.

trinitario
It means born, resident or related to Trinidad, municipality in the Department of Casanare in Colombia.

trinitrotolueno
It is also known as TNT.   .  In chemistry it is the name of a pale yellow crystalline aromatic organic compound that melts
at 81 °C.  Result of the Nitration of Toluene.  It is an explosive chemical compound. 

trinity
It is not a Spanish language but English language word and means Trinity.  In the 1960s was a famous gunfighter West



movies.

trino
Songbird: Singing bird.  I Twitter, I sing, I silbo, I gurgling, I humming, claim.  In Colombia, I trino, is each of the
messages being sent by Tweet (Twitter).  Trinitarian, ternary. It is also a name of male, of Latin origin and means three
persons in one God, Trinity (used for men and women).   Apocope of Trinidad.  It is the stage name of a famous
Mexican cartoonist Trinidad Camacho Orozco José called and your pseudonym is triune.

trinos
Trills: Songs of birds.  Gurgling, chants, hissing, gurgling, hum, claims.  Plural of trill.  In Colombia, I trino, is each of the
messages being sent by Tweet (Twitter).  Trinitarian, ternary.

trinqueta
Mechanism used to brake a sprocket and to prevent it from returning or reversed. 

trinquete
It is nautical is the name of the second bat and your candle of a Brig.  It is located behind the bigger stick.

trinquetero
It can mean cheater, person who cheats based on triquiñuelas, con artist, fuller, trickster, con man, sleaparty.

trinxarainas
Term Albert Boadella, President of the Tabarnia used to refer to the secessionists and separatists advocating the
independence of Catalonia.  It means sausage, sausage, sausage, crushed and pressed pork meat.  Jumble or pork
sausage.  Botifarra.

trio
Group or set of three elements.  In music is a musical ensemble consisting of three persons.  Sexual relationship
between three people.

trios
Plural trio.  Groups of three things or objects.  Set of three people.  Triads,terns.

trip wire
It is an English term that means trigger cable or trap cable.  You can also use tripwire (joined). 

tripanofobia
It means fear of punctures or chuzones, fear of needles or injections. 

tripartito
It means that it is divided or distributed among three.  It originates in three parts.  Which is established between three
parts or components. 



tripas
Plural gut .  It is a way of calling the digestive tract of animals.  In Colombia it is the colloquial way of calling the
intestines.  Long and thin tube.  Thin skin tube where sausages are introduced.

tripiar
In Colombia tripiar is to fill the gut of sausages with minced pork, bacon, cooked blood or other ingredients and
seasonings.  Prepare or make sausages.  Prepare longanizas or sausages.

tripilla
Diminutive of gut.  Small intestine of small animals.  Disease that gives cats.

triple
It means three times, repeated three times.  That something is accompanied by two others completely the same. 
Multiplied by three . 

triple acción
It means that it acts on three different fronts or on three different aspects.  It is a widely used expression in marketing. 
For example it is used in toiletries to indicate that they disinfect, shine and also aromatize. 

triple match point
It means you have three chances so that with a single point you win a match.  It is a term used in the sport of tennis,
when you are earning 40-0 who is in the service or 0-40 who receives, at the last point.  If you get to earn the point, you
end the match. 

triple x
Triple X or simply XXX is a type of cinema also called red cinema or pornographic cinema (porn cinema, exclusive
cinema for adults). 

tripleplay
It is a word of the English language and slang beisbolistico.  In the game of baseball, is a move in which are removed or
strike three string players.  It is to get the three outs in a single play.  It is the perfect defensive play when the opposing
team, or that punt, you have a full basis and looks forward to a home run (homerun).

triplete
It means that it is repeated three times in the same event.  In any sport have three consecutive hits (3 football goals, win
a race three times, win three times a cup or championship, etc).  Triple.  Scoring in the game of basketball, which is
made from outside the demarcated area and is worth 3 points. 

tripon
The correct term is tripon, with tilde.  It is a rude way of referring to a fat person or voluminous stomach.  Potbelly,
panzón, timbon, mondongudo.

tripotandi
In a colloquial way, person who likes to show himself or exhibit.  Exhibitionist, shower, person who likes to show off and
attract attention.  In some reading I noticed that it can also mean something like drinker, full, hysated or satiated.  It's a



tripotar shunt.

tripotando
It's a tripotar inflection.  It can mean showing up, showing off, showing off or also drinking, drinking, filling up, getting
satiated.

tripón
In Colombia it means belly, panzón.  That has a belly or large belly.  Ventruded, fat, obese, tryped, belly. 

triprovincial
It means relative to three Provinces or three Departments. 

triptófano
It is the name of an amino acid that is necessary for the growth of babies.  It is not produced by the body and must be
obtained through proper nutrition. 

tripulante
A person who is part of a crew.  A person who travels on or handles a ship.  Sailor, navigator, pilot, driver, helmsman,
aviator. 

trique
In Colombia it means game of three in a row.  It is also a moderate burst, noise, bang, rattle, triquitraque.  Rocket, foot
finder.  In Mexico it is an old ntrasto, trebejo, cachivache. 

triquero
In Colombia: A fan of the game of the trique or triqui.  In Colombia the trique or triqui is a simple and common board
game, even by infants consists of a square of nine squares where Alternatively players are marked by a 0 or an x.  As
the distribution of pictures is 3 x 3, intends that the opponent fails to 3 fields marked with their chosen symbol followed. 
Who can you screams triqui or trique (won).  It can also be it used by some as a synonym for cheat, to mean that you
used little tricks to get benefits.

triqueta
It means it has three tips.  It is a symbol of Indo-European origin, representing the three dimensions.  It symbolizes life,
death and resurrection, rebirth or reincarnation.  It was used by the Celts. 

triquetes
They are mechanisms by way to sprockets that allow turning only to one side and locking the wheel to the other.  They
usually have a trigger that slows down.  An example is the toothed wheels of a watch.

triquina
Transmitted disease by eating poorly prepared pig meat.  It is also called trichinosis.  Pig-borne parasitic worm.

triquinosis
It is a type of parasitic disease, caused by the ingestion of undercooked pork.  It is caused by Trichinella (Trichinella



spiralis), a nematode in the family Trichinellidae. 

triquiñuela
Tactics used to obtain advantage.  You mean trick, deception, trick, trick, ruse, subterfuge, evasive, rodeo, amague.

triquiñuelas
Plural of triquiñuela .  It means morning, trap, squirrel, trick, trick, trick.  It can also mean, rodeos, evasiveness. 

triquitraque
It refers to shrill, repetitive and annoying noises.  Tric trac repeated, in Colombia is a kind of fireworks used in the
festivities, ballot, buscapies.  It is the nickname of a large Colombian comedian, cuentachistes, called Gustavo Adolfo
Villanueva (Triki parts).  Gunpowder.

tris
Small portion of something.  Something very small.  In Colombia it means a small piece of food, especially bread. 
Portion, piece, fraction, tris, pisca, pite, crumb.  remainder, leftovers, giblets, crumbs. 

trisagio
Hymn or Song of the Catholic Faith that is pronounced in honor of the Holy Trinity.  Praise or praise to the Holy Trinity. 
Say three times holy. 

trisar
It means to trill, to gurdle (song of the birds).  Soft and short song of some birds, squeak.  creak.  Song of the swallow . 

triscaidecafobia
Fear or fear of number 13.  Phobia suffered by motorists and squatters, suffering from fear of number thirteen ( 13). 
Also in aeronautics. 

trismo
It's the inability to open the jaws.  It is also called trismus.  Chewing muscle spasm.  Contraction of the massetan
muscles caused by a tetanus that prevents opening the mouth.  The origin of the word in Greek, defined the grinding of
teeth.  Motionless jaw.

trisómico
Trisomy means that it has trisomy, meaning the presence of an extra chromosome in a diploid organism.  It can occur in
animals or plants.

trispeando
trispeando is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tripeando" being its meaning:<br>Tripeando is the term used
in Panama to say enjoy, enjoy, have fun. It is an inflection of tripear.

trisquel
It is the name given to a symbol made up of three joined spirals.  It was used by the druids.  It is also called triskelion or
triskele (meaning three feet, three legs or three legs). 



triste
Affected by a feeling or mood that reflects a pain usually produced by an unfavorable event.  Bored, murre,
grief-stricken, dejected, sorrowful.  With desires to cry. 

tristeza
It is a feeling or state of mind that reflects a pain usually produced by an unfavorable event.  Grief, boredom, murria,
affliction, sorrow. 

tristísimo
Superlative of sad.  So sad.  Very affected by sadness.  With very great sadness. 

triticale
It is the name of a cereal created in laboratory, product of hybridization of wheat and rye.  Its scientific name is Triticale,
or also, Triticosecale.  It belongs to the family Poaceae.

tritón
The name of one of the moons of the planet is Neptune.  In Greek mythology was the God of the deep sea.  Name of a
nuclear submarine of the United States Navy.  A group of American nuclear submarines.  Triton is also the name of an
animal like salamanders.

triturar
It means grinding, macerating, shattering, disintegrating.  Turning something solid into very small parts, dust or particles.
 Spray, crumble, crush.  It can also mean criticizing, censoring, disapproving to the highest degree or atosigar, chewing,
ruminating, annoying. 

triturarse
It means macerating, reducing to small particles.  Pulverize, grind, crush, Crush, Shred.  It's also chewing, munching,
censoring, criticizing, failing.

triunfantes
Plural of triumphant .  It means winners, winners. 

triunviratos
Government of the triumvirs.  Government executed in manner shared by 3 people.  It was used in ancient Rome. 
Government of three.  Trilogy of power.

trivia
Question to which are given three options as a response.  The word means three-way, three options, three alternatives. 
Roman divinity of the riddles and crossroads.  Quiz game.

trivial
It means that it has no value or interest.  Little valuable.  Trivial, insignificant, bland, childish, trivial, futile, frivolous.  It
can also mean known, trite, ordinary, regular, vulgar.



trivutaria
trivutaria is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tax" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is tax. It refers to
the mode of taxation to taxes or tax rates in the State. Tax rates, tax scales.

trizas
In Colombia it means very small pieces, small fractions, particles, dust, fragments, pites bits.  Plural of cracks.

tríbulo
In botany it is the name of a plant, which belongs to the family Zygophyllaceae.  They are commonly referred to as
abrojo.  A name given to an ancient weapon consisting of a mace with thorns or spikes.  Tribulus .  Ploanta of the genus
Tribulus .  Variety of star thistle . 

tríbulos
In Botany, the term is used to denote that they are plants that can generate risk, because they usually have barbed,
skewers, Puya, thorns, prickles or saws that can cause injury to us.  Even also include plants that make symbiosis with
insects such as the Varasanta and the Yarumo.

trímera
It means it's three times, threesomes or triads.  That's three.  Three-part or component. 

trío
Musical ensemble made up of three people.  Sexual intercourse between three people.  Set of three elements. 

trípode
It means it has three legs or three feet.  It is supported with three legs.

troca
It means new car, latest model car.  It is also an inflection of trocar which means to change, swap, exchange,
onterchange. 

trocánter
Prominence possessed by the long bones in the limb.  Top of the femur.  In arthropods it is the name given to the
second artejo or section of their legs.  it is located between the coxa and the femur. 

trocear
In the forestry and timber industry.  Cut tree trunks into logs, sections or sections.  Cut into pieces anything.  Divide into
pieces or pieces.  Cut, split, section .

trocha
In Colombia is a bridle path by a muddy or marshy land.  Road in very poor condition.  Typical passage of the beasts
that are used to load.  Walking pasitrotrero of horses and mules of the carriers.

trocha atajo
In Colombia they are synonymous with horseshoe path or uncrowded path.  We also say right.  It is usually not in good



condition but is of a shorter tour and you can save time.

trochalopteron
It is a genus of birds in the family Leiothrichidae.  They are known as piopious or charlatans.

trochas
In Colombia is the way that the carriers, use the muleria road. Road well-traveled by livestock that keeps you constantly
in poor condition. They are called also bridle paths. By similarity highways and the carreteables are called thus in poor
condition. Trails are also the makeshift roads that criminals, traffickers, smugglers or people of good use to escape.
Shortcut, sidewalk, path, trail. In Colombia there is also characteristic of the equines of load step. Exercise. It is also the
width of a defined area is cleaned for the passage of a via train or hire or for equipment in a line of seismic exploration.

trochero
Animal that has the step of trochador .  Special equine to travel on trails.   It is an animal that is special to travel on very
complicated bridle paths, with a lot of mud or difficult conditions.  Person who moves along trails or bridle paths of
difficult conditions. 

trochilus
It is a genus of hummingbirds that only exists in Jamaica.  belong to the Trochilidae family.

trocho
It is an inflection of trail.  Walking trails full of mud.  Walk along the trail or road.  ride on roads with many sloughs.

trochocercus
It has a hoop, crown or an rodete.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Monarchidae.  They are known as
monarchs.

trochón
It means careless.  Also in Colombia is the load equine used in horseshoe paths .  It's not the same as trotted, jogging
horse.  Trochón is also a surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of a Uruguayan musician, composer and teacher, named
Luis Trochón.  He has a music academy.

trofia
Food chain, food, nutrient, development.  It is a Greek suffix which means food, nutrient.

trofo
Peter is a Greek suffix which means nutrition, food food. It is equivalent to the Latin suffix voro, which means eat, eat. It
is also similar to the suffix or prefix phage ( Eating )

trofologia
It is the science that is responsible for guiding the way to nourish themselves in the most appropriate way.  It is
dedicated to teaching the most appropriate sequences in food intakes in order to obtain better benefits.  It establishes
guidelines as to the order in which they should be consumed, more appropriate schedules, quantities and combinations.



troglo
In Peru, it means clumsy, beast, gross, caveman, caveman, no manners.  It can be considered as troglodyte apocope
(caveman).  In Colombia it is rarely used and means outdated, outdated, caveman, primitive.

troglodita
It means very outdated or past fashion concepts.  Archaic.   Person of the caves, cave, wild.  Ancient or prehistoric man.
 Foolish.

troglodítidos
It is the castilianization of the Troglodytidae Word, which is the name technical or taxonomic family of very common
birds in America, known as wrens, saltaparedes, birds, sotorreyes, rattles and matraquitas.  There is a species of this
family (the common Wren) in Eurasia only

trogño
It is not a word of the language Spanish, but the Galician language. Means meeting.

trogon
It means you eat or feed on fruit.  It nibbling fruit.  It is the name of a genus of birds that belongs to the family
Trogonidae.  They are called trogons or sucuruas.

troika
Means triumvirate, trilogy, trio, triad, group of three persons or entities that run something or decide on something.

troiliar
In Colombia does not do well exercise or the things that are running. Become Troilo. Not to attend what is teaching you.
Stunned, gross. In Argentina sometimes use it to denote a bandoneonist is good quality ( Referring to Aníbal Troilo,
nicknamed Pichuco ).

troilo
It is the name of a Trojan Prince who was killed by Achilles.  In Colombia means distracted, high, fool.  In Argentina is a
surname.

troj
It is a term used in Agriculture.  It is a kind of barn that is made with partitions to deposit grains, during harvest.  Troja,
tank, barn.

troja
In Colombia and especially in the coffee area is a rustic and improvised construction, where the harvest of grains,
especially the maize, is temporarily placed.

trol
In Scandinavian mythology it was the name given to an evil being that dwelt in forests.  Being supernatural. 

trola



It means lie, deceit, deception, story, fallacy.  In Colombia it is a vulgar way of referring to the virile member, penis,
verga. 

trolar
It means lying, cheating, cheating, saying tricks.  It also means mocking, teasing, making a joke. 

troleando
In Colombia he refers to spoon fishing (consists of a long nylon rope and as a hook carries a shiny metallic element that
looks like a sardine).  It is done from a boat that is advancing.  It is suitable for fishing in swamps large pieces like shad
and is very interesting as there is a great fight between the fisherman and the prey. 

trolear
In Colombia and especially in the area of Urabá, it is to fish with spoon, which is an element whose hook looks like a
sardine.  It is used to catch large fish that eat sardines or small fish (for example to catch shads).

troll
Troll is also accepted.   It is the name given to a fearsome breed of Scandinavian folklore, formed by giant
anthropomorphic beings.  Nordic monstrous being.

trollear
It is more appropriate to use trolling.  In Colombia and especially in the Urabá area, it is fishing with a spoon, which is an
element whose hook looks like a sardine.  It is used to catch large fish that eat sardines or small fish (e.g. to catch
tarpon).  It can also mean cheating, in the sense that you pass off a spoon as a sardine in order to catch the tarpon. 

trombocitopenia
It is a notorious low platelets ( 41 platelets; in the blood of a patient. It can be indicator of anemia or leukemia. In many
cases required blood transfusions.

trombomodulina
Medicine: The Thrombomodulin is a glycoprotein that is located in the membrane of the cells of the vascular wall ( 41
vascular endothelium; It is a potent natural anticoagulant that performs its action by joining with Thrombin, forming the
Thrombin-Thrombomodulin complex that will have an effect contrary to the Thrombin.

trompa
In Colombia it is used synonymously with mouth, mug, snout and also means gross, stupid, idiotic.  Extension of the
nose in some animals such as elephant, tapir and the tapir.  Metal and curved wind instrument.

trompadas
Plural of trumpet.  In Colombia punches that occur in the face of another.  Pineapples, slaxes.

trompear
Hitting someone else in the mouth.  Make mouth gestures ( horn ).

trompeburro



It means big or long jaws.  Trompón, Jetón.

trompetero
Musician who plays the trumpet.  In Colombia surname of a famous journalist, screenwriter, writer and libretist.  Its full
name is Harold Trompetero Saray . 

trompetillas
Diminutive and plural of horn and trumpet.  Small trumpets.  Name of a great variety of plants that have flared flowers. 
Many of them are also called bells or bells.  Plural of trumpet .  It is a plant of the Rubiaceae family, for medicinal use. 
Its scientific name is Bouvardia ternifolia.  It is also known as indian grass, brush, kite, cantaris.  It's also another way to
call stramonium or devil's grass.  Its scientific name is Datura stramonium and it belongs to the Solanaceae family.  

trompicar
It means stumbling several times in a row.  Stumble, disrupt, hesitate.  For exhaustion means wrong, wrong. 
Demonstrate doubt or insecurity when speaking.

trompicones
Have tripped over.  Walk tangled.  Risk of falling head wobbly walk.  Haughtily.

trompicones
Have tripped over.  Walk tangled.  Risk of falling head wobbly walk.  Haughtily.

trompicón
It means walking stumbled.  Stumble.  setback, hesitation, wobble, trastabillon, fall, encounter, hit, whack, stumbling.

trompillo
In Colombia it is the name of a medium-sized tree.  We also say to the Tree a watershed or guaraguao.  Its scientific
name is Guarea guidonia and belongs to the family Meliaceae.  It is also the name of several floors.  One of the plants is
the Astrocasia tremula.  It is medicinal and used against the action of snake venom.  Another plant called trompillo is
Solanum elaeagnifolium which is a toxic plant in the Solanaceae family.  It is also called tomatito, pear, good woman.

trompillos
Plural of trompillo .  In Colombia it is the name of a medium-sized tree of several plants.  We also say to the Tree a
watershed or guaraguao.  Its scientific name is Guarea guidonia and belongs to the family Meliaceae.  One of the plants
is the Astrocasia tremula.  It is medicinal and used against the action of snake venom.  Another plant called trompillo is
Solanum elaeagnifolium which is a toxic plant in the Solanaceae family.  It is also called tomatito, pear, good woman.

trompincón
Stumble.  Blow that sticks to one foot when tripping over something.  Stumble, stumble, stumble. 

trompito
Diminutive of trumpet.  Drop with turn or flip.  Circle turn of a vehicle.

trompones



It means they have a long or large trunk.  Mouth or large jaws.  It also means punching, trumpeting.  Plural of trumpet .

trompón
It may mean you have a big trunk or mouth, jeton.  It's also a way of appointing someone talkative and a liar.  It is also a
vulgar way of designating a blow that occurs in the mouth.  Trumpeted, slap.

trompudo
It means that you have a large or elongated tube. 

tron
Name of a 1982 science fiction action-adventure film, directed by Steven Lisberger.  Name of a 2010 action film,
directed by Joseph Kosinski (Tron: The Legacy). 

tronadora
It means making much noise.  It rumbles, it resonates.  Kind of fireworks game making too much noise.  Gunpowder,
thundering, DIN.  DIN gunpowder, used to keep away the ducks and other birds from crops of rice.

tronar
It means rumbling of thunder.  Loud sound of thunder.  It also means bursting, exploding.  It can mean fighting, fighting. 
In Mexico it means killing, murdering, liquidating.  Another meaning there is to dismiss, expel.

troncal
Related to the trunk (especially referring to trees).  Branch.  A type of main road linking cities, ports, or airports.  In
Colombia they are roads that go in a north-south direction (and they are assigned odd numbering).  It is clarified that the
roads in Colombia Transversales go from East to West and are assigned even numbering.  By definition, in Colombia a
Troncal is a highway belonging to the primary road network that begins its journey at international borders and ends at
the ports of the Caribbean Sea or at international borders (Resolution No.  339 of 26 February 1999 of the Ministry of
Transport). 

troncha
In Colombia it is an inflection tronchar.  It means dislocation or displacement of a bone.  Tronchadura.

tronchar
It means splitting, breaking, tearing apart, dislocating or dislocating.  Violently splitting or breaking something from a
trunk (a branch) or from a limb (e.g. ankle). 

tronco
Middle part of the body, between the neck and waist.  Chest.  It is also the shaft, stem of a tree.  Center, Foundation,
Column, Essence, Value, Importance.  In Colombia, colloquially player of very bad quality, bad, petaque, package.

tronera
In Colombia it means very large hollow.  Drilling.  You can also refer to the mouth of a cannon or also the hole that fires
on a ship's hull or on a wall.  Hollow, hole.  It can also mean window.



tronío
It means elegance, brilliance, lordship, gallantry.  Make note of good qualities (highlight the category, reflect elegance). 
Ostentation, arrogance. 

trono
Armchair where the king sits.  Chair or solio of hierarchy and dignity.  It means seat, sitial, armchair, seat, seat, seat or
seat.  Member of the third choir of the angels.  It is depicted with the head of man, lion, eagle or ox, representing the
most powerful creatures created by God. 

tropa
Group of people or soldiers.  Army, host, militia, soldiers, detachment, picket, platoon, outrage, crowd, crowd, crowd.

tropano
In Chemistry it is the name of a bicyclic nitrogenous organic compound.  Several highly toxic alkaloids such as
hyoscyamine, atropine and scopolamine can be derived from it.  They're very toxic. 

tropel
In Colombia is the same thing that fight, get, rina.  Used much in the University or student slang to indicate a
manifestation, mobilization or rally where there is clash or scuffle with the authorities.   Outrage, Horde, troop, crowd,
agitation, tumult, noise, desman disorder, confusion.

tropeles
Plural of tropel .  In Colombia it is the same as fights, hairs, quarrels.  It is widely used in university or student slang to
indicate demonstrations, mobilizations or rallies in which there are shelters or clashes with the authorities.  Tropeliah,
hordes, troops, crowds, agitations, tumults, slings, disorders, dismantles, confusions. 

tropelía
In Colombia it means disorder, flurry, disorganization.  Chaos generated by a disorganized or disorderly crowd.  Mob,
Flock, Horde.

tropia
In medicine and ophthalmology is the notorious deviation of the eyes, squint, squint.  There is also a tropia, with accent,
which is a Greek suffix which means "quality spinning" or "be around"

tropicales
It means relative to the tropics.  It belongs to the middle interior area of the globe, which is close to the Ecuador (Torrid
or Intertropical Zone).  It also means hot, hot, hot, torrid, embarrassing.  By extension means cheerful, fussy, noisy,
bustling.

tropiezo
It means obstacle, setback, difficulty, impediment, unforeseen, fall, stumble, stumble.  It also means mistake, lack, slip,
error, mistake. 

tropofobia
It is the aversion to movement or displacement or also to a change of place. 



tropopausa
It is an area of the atmosphere that already does not affect temperature and pressure despite high altitude above the
ground.  It is an intermediate layer between the troposphere and stratosphere.  It lies between about 9 kilometers of
height at the poles and about 17 in the Ecuador.  Here we begin to raise the temperature by the presence of ozone and
Ray ultravionetas.

troposfera
It is more appropriate to use the term troposphere.  It is the name of the layer of the lower atmosphere and is close to
Earth.  It means the sphere that spins or spins.  Layer that moves. 

tropósfera
It is the lowest layer of the atmosphere and is close to Earth.  It means the sphere that spins or spins.  Layer that moves.

troque
In Colombia it is used as a synonym for rear axle, axle that supports loading.  For example a two-axis tipper under its
dump, it is called double die.

troquel prensa
Thick, heavy-weight metal press or plate. 

trotero
That walk to trot.  Paso, specializing in the trotting horse.  Half of the 40 horses step; between trocha and Gallop ).

trotón
In Colombia horse that has short, fast and abrupt step.  No rhythmic, clumsy, rough, rough, uneven.  Arriitmic.  Unlike
the galloping horse, its passage is not smooth, nor long, nor rhythmic.  With ups and downs or changes of pace.  He
jogs a lot.

trova parola
They are in Italian words that mean " search words ". RAI TV programme. It is a kind of game to increase the lexicon of
the contestants.

troya
Name of an ancient city of Anatolia.  It was also called Ilion.  Name of a Wolfgang Petersen film.  In Colombia it is a
Spanish surname of Catalan origin.  Last name of Colombian actor named Edmundo Troya (Aristic name, because the
real name is Edmundo Mosquera Troya).

troyano
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  Trojan Hector Guzman was the pioneer of sports journalists in the
Department of Tolima.

troyanos
From Troy, in the ancient Greece.  In computer science is a type of malware (malicious virus) that is inserted into
computers to get information to a remote operator.  In astronomy are called satellites and asteroids Trojans who are



located in Lagrange L4 and L5 points.  More than 4000, most of Jupiter, there is until now discovered land 1, 4 Mars,
Saturn 4 and 6 of Neptune.

truan
The correct term is truhán, with h intermedia and tilde .  He is a person of bad ilk, rogue, rascal, rogue, bellaco,
scoundrel, tunante, rascal.

trucha
The trout is a fish cold and very clear waters, usually of high mountain lakes and streams.  It is very tasty.  Scientific
name of the common trout Salmo trutta, belongs to the family Salmonidae.  In Colombia, the term is used to indicate
attentive, alert, watchful, careful, ready, ready.

trucho
It means lively, attentive, careful, earring, alert.  Language colloquial Colombian means that it is a person who lives
close to all kinds of circumstances.  Prevented, cautious.

truco
In Colombia it is used as synonymous with strategy, argucia, ardid, artifice, maña, trap.  deception, ruse, trinchiuela,
ruse.  Ability.  It is a procedure that is performed quickly to get a profit.  

trueno
Noise or boom that follows lightning.  Ray.  In Colombia says Thunder to a person who is atulampado, lerdo, Chump,
sonso, souk, gross, atronado, menso.

trufa
It is a kind of edible fungi which develop within the Earth.  They are a genre called Tuber of fungi ascamicetes belonging
to the Tuberacae family.

trufado
It can mean filling, ornate, plagued (abounding).  Inflection of trufar which means filling adorn or also lying. 

trufar
It can mean filling, adorning, decorating, seasoning.  It can also mean lying. 

truhan
The correct term is truhán, with h intermedia and tilde .  He is a person of bad ilk, rogue, rascal, rogue, bellaco,
scoundrel, tunante, rascal.

truhanerias
The actions of a rogue. Scams, scams, fraud, scams, traps. Gestures, jokes and grimaces that seek to make laugh.

truhanería
They are the deeds or wrongdoings of a truant.  Bribons, rascality, rogues, beauty, jeers.



trujal
It is the name of the apparatus or machine used to crush grapes or olives.

trujar
It was the old way of saying bring .  It is still used in Colombia by peasants especially from the Department of Boyacá. 
lagar, container where the grapes are trodden, to make the wine (Aragon). 

truje
In Colombia and especially in rural Boyacá is a vulgarism by suit, inflection to bring.  In Spain and especially in Aragon,
it is inflection of trout, which means dividing a room or room by using partitions. 

trujillo
Trujillo is incorrectly written and it should be written as Trujillo ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Trujillo ( 41 own name;.  It is a surname of Spanish origin common in America.  It is the name of a State in Venezuela,
whose capital is Valera.  It is the name of a Peruvian city, capital of the Department of la Libertad.  It is the name of a
Colombian municipality in the Department of Valle.  It is the name of a Spanish municipality, in the province of Cáceres,
( Extremadura ).

trullo
It is the bottom of a lizard, where the grape is crushed to obtain the must.  It is also a kind of duck, similar to the
Harlequin duck.  It belongs to the family Anatidae .  It is also used by some, such as synonymous with prison, prison,
criminal, prison.

truly
It's an English language word that really means.  Name of a company in Colombia, specialized in pest control,
disinfections and safety protocols.  The full name is Truly Nolen and is native to the United States . 

trumpismo
Trump-led movement.  Ideology of Trump and his followers.  They have many traits of Nazis, racists and thugs. 

trumpista
Trump fan or fan.  He has racist or Nazi traits. 

truncadas
It means that they were affected by something that takes away or retards its continuity.  It is a turning point to truncate. 
It means cut, amputation, curtailing, tronchar, mutilate, interrupt, suspend, thwart, prevent.

truncar
It means cutting, preventing, interrupting, not letting go or preventing something from ending properly.

truñería
It means excrement, shit, slush thing very badly made, badly made.  Having the quality of truñó.

truño



It means excrement, dung, shit.

trupillo
Colombia is one of the common names given to a tree Dela family Fabaceae.  Its scientific name is Prosopis juliflora and
receives also the common names of Mesquite, guanacaste, Mesquite, aipia.

trusa
It is usually a kind of solid, elastic and tight dress.  An elastic inner accessory can also be considered as a trusa.

truya
The most suitable term is trulla, with ll .  It means bustle, shouting, algarabía, fuss, noise generated by a crowd of
people.  It is also a way to call a plain or palustre, the tool that uses the mason to extend cement, plaster or mortar. 

trúfula
It is a fictitious tree which is intended to return to a forest in the completely artificial city of Thneed-ville, in the film "Lorax:
in search of the lost trufula", thanks to a unique seed.  It is an animation of environmental court which aims to instill the
importance of forest.

try
It is a word of the English language which means trying, trying, rehearsing. 

tryman
It's an English term that means man trying, rehearsing, testing.  Tester, tempting, essayist.  He is a player in the sport of
Rugby, who makes many tries or attempts. 

tsáchila
It is the same indigenous people known in Ecuador as Los Colorados.  They are located in the province of Santo
Domingo and speak the Tsafichi language, which means "the real word".  There are settlements in the North coast of
Ecuador.

tshimpa
tshimpa is incorrectly written and should be written as "Tshimpa or Shinpa." being its meaning:<br>It is a form of
Japanese Theater melodramatic, contrary to traditional kabuki.

tsukuyomi
In Japanese mythology, it is also called Tsukiyomi.  He is the brother of Amaterasu (the sun goddess) and Susanoo
(Dios de la Tormenta).  He is the God of moon shinto.

tsumi
It is a State of defilement or impurity in Shinto.  It is equivalent to be in sin.  Occurs after you run immoral or criminal
acts.

ttikitto
It is the name of a chain of children's Boutiques in the province of Guipúzcoa.  Children's boutiques in Mondragon. 



Stores items for babies.  By association with the pronunciation of Chiquito or Txiquito.

tuatara
It is more indicated to use tuatara.  It is the name of a reptile, endemic to New Zealand.  It is also called a sphenodont. 
It is considered a living fossil, as it has had no noticeable changes since the Mesozoic Era. 

tuba bebida alcoholica
Tuba is a fermented drink in Mexico that is obtained from coconut palm.  It's similar to pulque.  It is very popular in the
state of Colima.

tubalismo
It is a theory that proclaims the mythical and mystical origin of the Basque people.  According to her, they were
descendants of Tubal, one of the grandsons of Noah.  It is attributed to Tubal Foundation of Tafalla and Tudela in
Navarre and his descendants the Foundation of other cities of the Caucasus and Tobolsk, the capital of Siberia.

tubera
It means relative to tubes or pipes.  In the oil industry machine or equipment that is used properly dispose, transport or
install drilling pipes. 

tuberosa
It means that it is shaped like a tube.  Also in botany it is one of the common names for a plant.  It is a word of Nahuatl
origin and is the name of a plant and its flower.  It corresponds to the lily or white lily (Agave amica of the family
Asparagaceae).  It is also often called omixochitl, bone ecity flower, amole, tuberose, bone flower, 

tuberuano
It's a class of horses that have big white patches on their fur.  They are also told Tobianos, Toberos, Yaguanos.

tubiculo
tubiculo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tabiculo" as meaning:<br>Tabiculo is derived from the septum.
It is a partition of size small or juvenile. Taken more like windows or clear small on a wall, to allow aeration of houses in
warm climates.

tubin
Diminutive tube.  Tubino.  Last name of a musician originally from Estonia named Eduard Tubin.  He was conductor and
composer.

tubino
In Colombia It's a small tube.  Thin, short tube, usually paper.  Cardboard or Plástco, where a small amount of yarn is
rolled.  Reel.

tubiste
tubiste is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Had" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is had ( V. )  It is a
turning point for.  It means possess, hold, enjoy, enjoy, benefit, grab, take, seize, hold, feel, show.



tubito
Diminutive of tube.  In Colombia straw, espartillo, skinny.

tubo
It is an elongated, cylindrical and hollow element, which is used to conduct fluids.  It can be of various materials and a
chain or track can be placed to achieve greater shipping distances. 

tuc tuc
In Colombia it is a brand of children's clothing and is one of the ways to call a type of motorcycle taxi that has a small
cabin and is used for informal public transport. 

tuca
In Colombia it means short, trimmed, of little or little length.  In Venezuela, it means that he lacks an arm or a hand. 
Manco ( a ) .  In some parts of Spain it is a way of calling the gopher (or tusa), which is the hard heart of an ear. 

tucan
The correct term is Toucan (with accent).  It is one of the common names of a bird, which feature a long beak.  It
belongs to the family Ramphastidae.  There are varied in sizes and colors.  In Colombia there are many species of
toucans.  Also referred to as Toucan.

tucana
Ton female.  It is the name of a very large peak tropical bird.  They are birds that belong to the family Ramphastidae.  In
Colombia we also call them Diostedés.  Tucana is also the nickname that each member of the Colombia women's rugby
team receives.  The team's nickname is "The Tucanas".

tucanita
Diminutive of toucan, female toucan.  Name of a minor vessel in Ecuador.

tucán
It is one of the common names of a bird, which feature a long peak, almost equal to the rest of your body.  It belongs to
the family Ramphastidae.  There are varied in sizes and colors.  In Colombia there are many species of toucans.  Also
referred to as Toucan.

tuche
In the department of Santander, in Colombia means back, loin, tuntún.

tucibí
It is the way to pronounce in English the chemical abbreviation of 2C-B, which is nothing more than 4-bromo-2,
5-dimethoxyphenylethylamine, a highly addictive synthetic drug, which is known as nexus, tussi, tussi bi, tuci, tuci or
simply pink cocaine, pink gem, pink powder or bromine-mescaline.  Other names he usually goes by are exus,
superman or batman. 

tuckia
It means in honor of Tuck, dedicated to Tuck (to philapist Edward Tuck).  Name of an asteroid (1038) that was initially
named 1924 TK, by astronomers. 



tuco
In Colombia, it means short.  Insufficient length.  Meager, mocho.

tucson
It is the name of a city of the State of Arizona in the United States.  The word is of Pápago origin and means "foot of the
mountain of the black spring".  Tucson is also the name of a Hyundai-branded truck model.

tucu
Cut-out form of Tucumán or Tucumán ( a ) .   In Colombia it means fear, fear (especially if it is repeated: tucu tucu). 

tucu tucu
In Colombia it means fear, fear, dread, cowardice. 

tucu-tucu
In Colombia it means fear, cowardice, fear, dread, scare, terror.  Mieditis.

tucumano
It means native of Tucumán, it can be referring to both the City, and the Province of Argentina.  Relative to Tucumán . 
Nickname of many Argentine footballer born in that region.  Nickname of Argentine footballer José Luís Cruz Romano,
who played for River Plate and several Colombian teams. 

tucun
The correct term is tucún, with tilde.  It means liquor, drink.  Also take the drink of a single pull or impulse, "white
background".

tucunaré
In Colombia is a common fish in the rivers of the Orinoco and Amazon basins.  We also call it Pavón.  The family
Cichlidae and its scientific name is Cichla ocellaris.  In Panama, they called him Sergeant.

tucurpilla
It is a word of Quechua origin, which means turtledove, tortolite, small turtle dove or small pigeon. 

tucusito
Colombia is one of the common names have you at the chupaflor, Hummingbird, hummingbirds, buzzers, tominejo,
hermits and hummingbirds, quinchas or bird fly.  It is a very small bird with a very long and thin, peak feeding on nectar
from the flowers.  You can hold it in the air and go back in the same.  Shake its wings to fly at amazing speeds. 
Hummingbird is also the taxonomic genus to which it belongs.  They belong to the family Trochilidae.  They are from
America.

tucusitos
Tucusito Plural.  In Colombia it is one of the common names that we have to suck, hummingbird, picaflor, buzzer,
tominejo, hermit, quinde, quincha or fly bird. 

tucuso



It's another way to call a tominejo, hummingbird, picaflor, quincha or sucker.  They belong to the family Trochilidae. 

tucutin
In Peru, it means sexual relations.  In some parts of the Eastern Plains of Colombia is a small hummingbird, tucusite,
hummingbird, tominejo, chupaflor, hummingbird. 

tucutín
It is a word of Quechua origin.  Tucutin is also used.  In Peru, it means sexual intercourse, sex.  In some parts of the
Eastern Plains of Colombia it is a small hummingbird, also called tucusita, hummingbird, tominejo, chupaflor,
hummingbird. 

tucutuco
It is one of the common names given to large fireflies that possess two foci on their head.  It is also one of the common
names for a small rodent with light brown or yellowish fur.  It belongs to the family Ctenomyidae.  It is also called
tucucucu.  In Colombia it means fear, fear, terror, cowardice. 

tucutucu
In Colombia it means fear, cowardice, fear, dread, scare, terror.  Mieditis. 

tucutucus
Tucutucu is a town of Argentina in Rio Chico, Patagonia.  It is the nickname that the Marcelo Zalayeta had a Uruguayan
footballer.  Tucutucu or Tucotuco, is the name given to a few tiny rodents resemble chinchillas in the genus Ctenomis. 
You also tell him tucutucus to the indigenous, saltapericos, taguinches, aluas or cucubanos.  They are beetles of the
family Elateridae.  Its scientific name is noctiluca Pyrophorus.  Although they produce light they are not relatives of the
fireflies.

tucúquere
It is one of the common names of a large owl in Chile.  Its scientific name is Bubo magellanicus.  It is also called
Magellanic Owl.  it belongs to the family Strigidae. 

tudiya
It is a character from Assyrian tradition.  It was also called Tudia.  According to the Assyrian tradition, was their first
King, in the year 2150 to.  (C).  An imaginary character, is considered rather than real.

tueris
taweret is incorrectly written and should be written as "Taweret ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Also known as
Tauret.  Taweret was the goddess of fertility in the ancient Egypt.  Protector of pregnant women.  She was the mother of
Isis and Osiris.

tuetes
It's a twist to toast.  It means heating and drying on fire.

tufanado
With aroma of tufo or malolinte. Scent, odor, foul.



tufará
Inflection of tufar.  It means to smell, emit a bad smell, stink. 

tufesa
It is the name of a transport undertaking at buses carrying passengers internationally between Mexico and United
States, with its headquarters in Ciudad Obregon, Sonora State.

tufillos
Emanations of unpleasant odors .  Plural and diminutive of tufo .  Vapors, fairies, gases. 

tufo
It means steam, vapour, stende, smoke, gas emanation, smell.  In Colombia it is usually an unpleasant smell and almost
always referred to the bad smell emitted by a person who has ingested liquor.   It can be considered a synonym for
vanity, pride, petulancy, pedantry, presumption, but in Colombia the term tufillo is more used in this regard.

tufoso
It means that it exhales bad smell, rancid.  That has tufo or bad smell. 

tugrik
tugrik is incorrectly written and should be written as "Mongolian Tugrik ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>In
Mongolian language means round.  It is the name of the official currency of Mongolia.

tugtupita
It means natural Tugpup or related to it.  It is the name of a locality in Greenland and belongs to Denmark (Tugtup
Agtakorfia)

tugurio
It is a very poor and rustic room type, usually made with scraps of construction or cartons.  District of House invasion.  A
slum is a neighborhood worse than a suburb.

tugurios
In Colombia it is a way of calling the neighborhoods subnormal or invasion.  Makeshift homes.  They are a type of very
poor and rustic homes, usually made with construction remnants, cans, wood or cartons.  Neighborhoods of invasion
houses.  A slum is a neighborhood worse than a slum.  They lack elementary public services.

tugurización
It is a process of messy population settlements, usually through invasions around large cities.  They are a problem in the
development of the cities because they do not have public services and become belts of misery and pockets of
unhealthiness and crime.

tui
In Argentina it is a small parrot.  In Spain it is the name in Galician of a village in the Province of Pontevedra (Galicia). 
He is also called Tuy.  It is a very old town. 



tuibo
It is a draft or proposal of three student Mexicans who invented an intuitive vest to protect the lives of users of bicycle.
Consists of lights and Horn ( pito ).

tuición
It is the action or effect of having, protecting, protecting custody.   In law, it is possession, protection, custody, parental
authority or parental care (with respect to parents with children).

tuigan
The name of a group of ethnicities and the language they spoke.  They are part of The Forgotten Realms (fiction).  They
were similar in appearance to the Mongols.  They lived in the endless deserts of Semphar, commanded by Yamun
Khahan.  They basically fed on meat, because they were hunters. 

tuiren
It is one of the names of a star in the constellation Canes Venatici.  It is also called by astronomers HAT-P-36.  In Celtic
and Irish folklore Tuiren was a bitch who had two puppies (Bran and Sceólan).  Transformed into a fairy (human), she
became a woman aunt of Bran, a character in the Stories "Irish Fairy Tales" or "Irish Fairy Tales" by James Stephens.  It
is a star of very low magnitude and can only be seen with telescopes.   It is more than 1000 light years from Earth. 

tuki
It means scaring, it causes fear or terror.  Terrifying, terrifying, threatening.  It's a way to call a dangerous gangster or
street thug.  In Caracas there is a group of gang members with that name.  In Colombia we use the term "tuki-tuki" or
better "tuki-tuki Lulu", (and we say it pointing with our hand the neck), to mean misfortune, problem, fatality, misfortune,
calamity, adversity, misery, tribulation.

tul
Type of transparent fabric, with the appearance of network or mesh.  It is used to make veils or wedding dresses.  Lace,
veil.

tula
In Colombia is a canvas bag to load clothes.  Bag.  In colloquial way: stomach, tummy, tummy.

tulachi
In Chile is man with its Member player smaller than normal. It is a word of mapuche origin. Boy penis.

tularemia
It is a type of infection transmitted by rodents and caused by bacteria.  It is considered a zoonosis.  It is caused by the
bacterium Francisella tularensis.  It is also known as rabbit fever, hare fever.  Ticks and some hematophageal flies are
common vectors.

tulcaneña
It is the name of a person born in Tulcán, an Ecuadorian city, bordering Colombia and belonging to the Province of
Carchi. 

tule



In Colombia it is one of the names by which an indigenous people is known that is concentrated on the border with
Panama.  It means person.  They are also called Guns, Cuns, Kunas.  In botany it is another way of calling the belfry or
reed.  Its scientific name is Schoenoplectus acutus and belongs to the Cyperaceae family. 

tules
It is the name of aquatic plants similar to the Reed.  Its scientific name is Schoenoplectus acutus.  It is a giant species of
reed in the plant family Cyperaceae, native to freshwater swamps throughout North America.  It is also one of the names
given to an indigenous Colombian-Panamanian people in the Darien area.  It is the name of an indigenous people
settled in the border area of Colombia and Panama (Darién).  They are also usually called Cribs, Gunas, Dules or
Kunas.  In their language (called Guna), the word means people.  They belong to the Chibcha family.  Plural of tul, a
type of soft fabric. 

tules
It is the name of the Reed-like aquatic plants.  Its scientific name is Schoenoplectus acutus.  It is a species of giant
reeds in the family Cyperaceae plants, native throughout North America freshwater swamps.

tulio
It is a name of Latin origin male and means the High God.  Feminine variant of the name: Tulia.  It is also the name of a
chemical element symbol MT and atomic number 69.  It is considered a rare earth.  Its name comes from the ancient
name of Scandinavia in latin, where it was discovered by Per Teodor Cleve (known as Thule).  It is used to manufacture
small portable X-ray units.

tulipa
Flower-like glass screen.  Lamp, screen.  In Botany it is the name of a genus of plants belonging to the family Liliaceae. 
They are bulbous and perennial plants of showy flora.  The best known is the tulip. 

tullidos
Plural of cripple .  In Colombia it means unable to move or walk.  You have a member paralyzed or are unable to move a
member.  Prevented, crippled.

tullu chaki
They are terms of the Quechua language that mean thin leg, thin foot or skinny.  Tullu is skinny, thin or bony and chaki
is foot or leg. 

tulsi
In India it is the common name of sacred Basil.  It is also called purple basil, balanoi, tulisa, tulasi or thulasi.  Its scientific
name is Ocimum tenuiflorum and belongs to the family Lamiaceae.  It has medicinal, culinary and religious uses.  It is a
very aromatic plant.

tumaqueño
It means born, resident or related to Tumaco.  Tumaco is a commune in the Department of Nariño, in Colombia and is
port on the Pacific Ocean.

tumba
Inflection to knock down.  In Colombia it means knocking down.  It can also mean cheating, scamming, stealing.   Tomb
is also the place where a corpse is deposited.  Mound, tomb, burial. 



tumbador
Person who is dedicated to tearing down trees.  Scammer or con artist.  Criminal, thief.  What a scam, cheats, steals
(tomb).  In colloquial language, womanizer, man who falls in love with many women. 

tumbao
It is taken as a synonym of rhythm, flavor, salt, flavor.  Quality and quality that denotes joy and rhythm in a person. 
Swing, style.

tumbapalitos
It's a fun children's ball game, derived from baseball.  In some parts of Arauca, in Colombia it is a way to call passion
fruit, which is an acid fruit of the family Passifloraceae.  Its scientific name is Passiflora edulis.  In other countries it is
called patch, parchita, chinola and passion fruit.

tumbarse
It means be falling, lie down, lie down (for a while).   Lie was overcome by exhaustion.  In Colombia lie, also means
cheat, cheating, so in our country "lie" is wrong, deceive oneself, ill make an account and "steal" self, lose out. Wrong to
the detriment of one's self.

tumbero
Prisoner who only consumes food from the prison (usually those who lack family or friends to visit him).  Among soldiers
it is a meat with bone that is served as a provision or food.  He is also that soldier who does not go out in his frank days
to feed himself inside the barracks.  Relating to the tomb. 

tumblimbli
In El Salvador It is a disguised answer to an insult and it is equivalent to saying "yours" or "Your Mother".  It is used
among members of the ethnic Guanaca.  It is also used as a onomatopoeia of sound that produces a well-tempered
guitar.

tumbo
In Colombia they are a kind of fruit.  They can also be known as curubas or also as badeas.  They are the names of very
delicious fruits that belong to the Passifloraceae family.  Its scientific names are Passiflora tripartite and Passiflora
quadrangularis.  The first is also known as curuba, taxo or tumbo and the second as giant tumbo, corvejo, motorro,
parcha or quijón.  It is a bending of badearing, which means passing a river through the water without using bridges.  It
also means squawking, hitting or crashing into something, sticking or crashing on either side and the other, going or
advancing in zig-zag or swinging, swaying.  Inflection of knocking down, which means to apear, knock down.

tumbona
You mean lazy, lazy.  It is also the name given to a special beach or pool chair, in which the user can lie down or lie
down to rest, sleep or sunbathe. 

tumbó
It's a deflection to knock down.  It means falling, falling, pulling, flipping.  In Colombia it also means cheating, scamming,
cheating, removing with scam or cheating, stealing.  Stole. 

tumefacto
It means swollen or inflamed because of a strike or as a symptom of a disease.  It is a qualifying adjective mean erect,



raised, swollen.   Bulge, tumefacto, meaty, inflation, raised, swollen, turgid, bulky.

tumulto
In Colombia it is a group of people, usually piled up and hectic.  Uproar, disorder, confusion, scandal, pendence,
grabbing, uprising, revolt, uprising, mutiny, rebellion

tuna
In Colombia we use the tuna Word to denote a thorn, pua, skewer, punta, splinter. Tuna is the name of a musical group
of lively student character and origin Spanish, common in Latin America especially in colleges and universities. Cactus,
prickly pear.

tunante
In Colombia it means rascal, rogue, rogue, truhán, rascal, bellaco.

tunas
In Colombia we use the tunas Word to denote or designate thorns, spikes, spikes, tips, chips. Tunas is the name of the
musical groups of student character very joyful and of Spanish origin, common in all latinoamericasobre in colleges and
universities. Cactus, prickly pear.

tunaza
Gunshot wound. Wound caused by a gun shot.

tunazo
It means shot, shot, shot, stuffy, pepazo, impact gun. It is a term used in criminal language in Chile.

tunco
In some Central American countries such as Guatemala, El Salvador and Honduras is a class of machete.

tunda
In Colombia it is the same as beating, threshing,, plush, beating, soba, spanking.  Series of very blunt blows that are
given to a person. 

tundo
It's a tundir inflection.  It means cutting or trimming hairs or threads that protrude into a fabric.  Match the haircut.  It can
also mean punishing.

tunduque
In Chile tunduque or tunduco is a way to call a small rodent mammal, also known as mendoza brown rat, Mendoza rat,
tucu-tucu, tuco-tuco.  Its scientific name is Ctenomys mendocinus and it belongs to the family Ctenomyidae. 

tuneado
It is an inflection of tuning which means to reshape, change, transform.  Changed, transformed, remodeled. 



tunear
It means to remodel, change, transform. 

tunecí
It's a synonym for Tunisian.  Who is originally from Tunisia.  Which is from Tunisia (Tunisia). 

tunga
It is one of the common names of a parasitic siphonapter insect that mainly affects the feet.  It is also known as nigua,
tunga, flea tunga or flea.  Its scientific name is Tunga penetrans and belongs to the family Hectopsyllidae.  In Venezuela
they also call a maassijo or corn-wrapped and to which in Colombia we call wrapped or tungo.

tungas
Plural of tunga .  It's one of the common names that gets a mite.  It is also known as sand flea, pick, nigua or abuje.  Its
scientific name is Tunga penetrans.  belongs to the family Hectopsyllidae.

tungiento
Person who suffers from tungiasis.  Person who has children on his feet.  A person who has affected the feet by the flea
Tunga penetrans known as nigua or pique .  Niguatoso.

tungiformes
tungiformes is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Fungiformes" as meaning:<br>Fungiform papillae. They
have the form of a fungus, as its name suggests, and are composed of a bulging head, and a pedicel. They are
scattered across the surface of the language, especially in front of the lingual V, these are highly visible and it has a
reddish color due to the blood vessels that supply them.

tungsteno
It is one of the names used for the chemical element atomic number 74.  It is also known as Wolframio, Wolfram or
Tungsten.  Its chemical symbol is W.  The word in Swedish language means heavy stone. 

tungur
It is not a word in the Spanish language, but language Quechua.  In Quechua Tungur means throat.

tungurahua
Tungurahua is incorrectly written and should be written as "Tungurahua or also Tunguragua." being its meaning:<br>It is
the name of a volcano in Ecuador.  The origin of the word roots of Quechua.  Tunkur means throat and awa or ahua
means fire.  The etymological meaning of Tungurahua is throat of fire.

tunguses
Ancient peoples of China and Mongolia that speak the tungus language or tungusic languages. Languages spoken in
Eastern Siberia and Manchuria. The tungusic languages are divided into the Evenki languages, Lamut and Manchur.
Some linguists consider all of these languages in the family of the Altaicas languages. Tungusic are also land affected
by the bolide Tunguska in 1908.

tunjano
It means native of Tunja, the Colombian city, capital of the Department of Boyacá.  Relative to Tunja, the city or the



tunjos, the gold dolls of goldsmithing. 

tunjo
It is a word of Muisca origin.  It means anthropomorphic figure or zoomorphic made of gold.  Doll or figure made of gold. 

tuno
Musician or singer who integrates a tuna, which is a student or university court musical ensemble.  It can also mean
rascal, tunante, rogue, rogue.  Rascal.  Shrewd and easily deceiving person.  Timat, cheater.  In Colombia it is also the
name of a shrub, endemic to the Andean mountain ranges.  Its scientific name is Miconia squamulosa and belongs to
the family Melastomataceae.  It is also called a meroraldo tuno.

tupa
It is an inflection of tupar.  It means fill to the brim, filling, stuffing, cramming, colmar, copar, tuquiar, fulear ( leave full ).

tupá
Tupá is the name of the supreme god of the Guarani, the creator deity of light and the universe.  It lives in the Sun
(Kuarahy).  God of thunder or light.  Name of a star in the constellation Southern Cross.  It is also called by astrologers
HD 108147, HIP 60644, SAO 251899 or CD-63 757. 

tupé
It means curl, crespo, or also cupcake, speck or tuft.  Loop, bangs .  It usually refers to a part of the hair that protrudes
when combing.  By extension it also means brazenness, brazenness, daring, daring.

tupi
Named after an ancestral South American people, it was made up of several ethnic groups and mostly spoke
Tupinambá or Tupi-Guarani.  They populated almost all the countries of South America.  It is currently scattered
throughout the Amazon region. 

tupidas
Plural of stuffy.  It is inflection of clog.  It means that they are very together or tight.  No gaps or holes.  United.

tupinamba
It means the first, original, own, Creoles.  Name of a territory and a Brazilian, native Indian tribe and wide coverage,
especially on the coast.  They spoke a language Tupi.  Tupi and Guarani were twin brothers from the clan Kari' or.  Tupi
migrated south of the Amazon and formed their own nation I call Tupi-namba (land of the descendants of Tupi). 
Brazilians.  In Colombia is the name of a traditional song of Tolima, in rhythm of dance, performed by the Duet "Garzon
and Collazos".  Its author is Adolfo pot Lara.  The name of a famous cafe in Montevideo.  City mythological Golden
snake which supposedly is in the middle of the Amazon jungle and that was built in pure gold.

tupir
It means filling the gaps with some material, covering, filling.  It also means filling up, getting full, getting fed up.  In some
parts of Colombia and especially in the rural environment, it means doing, working, working, especially with a lot of
enthusiasm.  Work hard, with encouragement.  Tupirle. 

tupiro



It is one of the common names given in Venezuela and Colombia to a plant and its fruits.  It belongs to the family
Solanaceae and is very similar to lulo.   It is also known as tupiro or cocona.  Its scientific name is Solanum sessiliflorum
and is typical of the Amazon basin.

tupí
Tupi means first, original, indigenous, native, Creole.  Original language spoken in the Amazon basin before the arrival
of the conquistadors.  Descendant of Tupi.  Brazilian.  Name of the twin brother of Guarani.

tupper
It is an English language word that refers to a plastic container, airtight closing plastic vessel.  Coca.  In Spanish you can
use tuper or better yet táper ( anglilicisms ). 

tuque
In Puerto Rico, name given to the blow that is tipping on the corva (back of the knee).  It's very dangerous.  Name of a
small wool beanie with tassel.  The word has French origin and is a way to call the hats of cooks or chefs. 

tuqui tuqui
Jacanas Jacanas is a popular Colombian expression that means scrubbed, lost, no way, we're going to do.  Many times
it is said "Jacanas Jacanas Lulu" and is accompanied by a gesture with his hand stretched and pointing to the nape or
neck.  I am also very agree with the very customary version contributed by Jorge Luis ("the Arrow" or "The Old Deivi"
was a full-time loriquero cool).

tuquio
In Colombia it means very busy, crowded, crowded, crowded.


